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TEE CLASSICAL S-MATRIX: A MORE DETAILED STUDY OF 

CLASSICALLY FORBII)DEN TRANSITIONS IN INELASTIC COLLISfONS f 

Procedures are iwestig.ttd for deescribing ckzssicnlly forbidden collisinn processes xvithin the frame- 
work of the ~lilssied limit of quantum mechanics. The gonl is to use exact claesical mechanics (nunter- 
ically computed trajectories) to Wont classically fclrllitltlctl trtuwitions in n coml,les collision {such as art 
atom plus diatom) in a manner annIojp:ous to the way 0r.e uses it to treat barrier transmission ix- n. single 
particle in one dimension (a cfassicnlI~- forbidden process); in this latter esampIe the trnnsntiskion coef- 
ficient is e.xp (-29). tf rbeirxg the ~?nssic~~l action integral through the barrier {a clnssicatlv forbid&n re- 
gion). iUumerlc~* application af tkese procedures is nmde to the Iinenr atom-diatom cotlikion svstem 
(without reaction), anci tire resulting: vibrational transition nr&abilities for the cl:tssic:dlt forbkxi 

I. INTRODUCTKX 

it has recently been shown [I, 21 t hoiv one 
c31t use exact clasI;icai mechanics (numerically 
computed trajectories) to obtain the classica 
limit of the time-independen’t quantum mechani- 
cal S-matrix for 8 given collision system. Nu- 
merical application was made in ref. [2] (this 
paper is hereafter referred to as II) to the linear 
atom-diatam collision system (without reaction), 
and the resulting vibrational transition probabil- 
ities were of such accuracy as to suggest that 
classical mechanics may indeed be sufficiently 
accurate to describe the dynamics of complex 
heavy particle collisions - ~~oui&ti one makes 
the classical approximation to the appropriate 
transition ~rrtpl~&afe (i.e., S-matrix elementj and 
takes account of interferences which appear in 
the resulting transition ~~-o~~bi~tt~ (or CroSS 
section, for a three-dimensional system). 

In the present work we wish to explore more 
fully the question of ciassicaIiy forbidden tran- 
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sitions (a term esplained precisely in IE), in 
particular, how one can use exact XX classicaL 
mechanics to obtain results for classically for- 
bidden processes. (One par:icular classicrriiy 
forbidden process of extreme importance is 
tunnelli~l~ in reactive atom-diatom c&&ions 
near thre~~~olci; see ref. 141.1 At first glance this 
may seem self-contradictory. but consider the 
simple example of barrier transmission (tunnel- 
ling) by a single particle in one Dimensions. At- 
though the strictly classical timit (Ir=O) for the 
transmission coefficient is zero, the WKB ap- 
proximation gives es9 (-W), C) being the phase 
integral tllrou~~~ the barrier. This WKB result. 
however, is actually obtainable cfassically. for 
i’ is a classical quantity (the cl~~&ccrl action in- 
tegral through a classically forbidden region). 
From another point of view one may note that :he 
Hamilton-Jacobi equation (which is equivalent tn 
the ciassicaF equations of motion) does possess 
solutions in classicaLly forbidden regicns; clas- 
sical mechanics ordinarily ignores these solu- 
tions since here the momentum is imaginary, but 

$$ IJI ref. [?ll classically forbidden trznsitions ryere 
treatec! via n parabolic ~ppro~i~l~tinn to the clrtssi- 
cal trajectory functions. 

t See any qu~tum meebnics text; e.g.. ref. 151. 
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the classical limit of quantum mechanics (in one 
dimension the WKB approximation) shows that 

they do hxve significance (cf. the WKB wave 
function in a classically forbidden rclgion). 

The goal. then. is to show how exact classi- 

c:11 mechanics can be used to treat classically 
furbidden processes for multi-dimer:sional sys- 
tems (such as an atom-diatom collision) in a 
mannor :~nnlo~ous to the way one use.5 it in the 
ai~ovc nrentioncd one particle problem: the mat - 
tt_r is greatI:,. complicated. of coursv>. by the 
h:t thnt one does not possess closed form solu- 
ilous lor the ck~ssical trajectories (as one does 
nor one particle in one dimension). This author 
is of the opinion that this ‘zeroth order’ treat- 
ment of c’assically forbidden processes. if it 
can be eife.::ecl. will be of useful accuracy; the 

liumericnl results presented below (see table 1) 
certainly support this thesis. 

Stxlions 2 .znd 3 present two approaches to 
the problem. wIti specific reference to (and nu- 
mcrIca1 results for) the linear atom-diatom sys- 
tem. Thesr! results arc considerably more ac- 
curitte than thr rather crude parabolic approxi- 
m:ction used 111 paper II for the classically for- 
bidden transitions. .\lthough there are some 
pr;lcticnl problems zssocinted with the procc- 
ciurrs prescntcd in sections 2 and 3 (which are 
discussed belowJ. the numcricaJ results indicate 
that this semiclassical treatment is as accurate 
r:Jr classicnliy forbidden processes as it is for 
rhssicnlly allo~vecl ones. 

2. CLASSICALLY FORBIDDEN TDANSITIONS 
BY AULYTIC CONTINUATION 

Xlthou~h we now consider specificaliy the 
linear atom-diatom collision system as in II [and 
o:lc should consult this work for a more detailed 
description of the procedure summarized below 
by eqs. (l)-(G)\. the basic result applies to more 
general svstems with obvious generalizations. 

The &itorm semiclassical expression for the 
transition probability developed in II is 

where MI and JIM are the initial and final vibm- 

tional quantum numbers; pI and)11 are prob- 
abilities associated with the two independent 
trajectories which contribute to the “1’ 1~ tran- 
sition: 

(2) 

with Q equal to ‘iI (for PI) or 411 (forPII); ?jl is 
the initial phase of the oscillator (the diatom) 
and the function “2(a1, rrl) (the final vibrational 
quantum ilumber a5 a function of the initial vi- 

brational quantum number and initial phase) is 
actually evaluated by specifying values for Q 
and “1, and integrating the classical equations 
of motion to determine ~2; the particular values 

‘ir and BII are the tlvo roots of 

“2($ _“I) = ?J2 ; (3) 

Ai and Bi in eq. (1) are the regular and irregular 

Airy functions [G]? with z defined by 

z = ($$‘” . (4) 
where 

46J = rn(BII,‘Zl) - Q(PI.,Il) (5) 

is the phase difference of the two trajectories. 
For large phase differences eq. (1) takes on the 
‘primitive’ semiclassical form 

P )1.,.111 = PI * PI, + 2(fiIfiII)‘R sin (46). (6) 

As noted in II. the HI- “2 transition is clns- 
sicall~l .forbiddeu if there is no value of G1 in its 

(0.2%) domain for which eq. (3) is satisfied. 
There will in general, however. be co?~Plex 
roots of eq. (3); suppose G/is one such complex 
root 

“2(Q) = ‘22, (3a) 

where we have suppressed the argument ~1 since 
it is constant throughout. Assuming that ?z2(4I) 
is an analytic function of 41 (which is certainly 
true for some region about the real @I axis), one 
t1:is 

q(Q)- = “& , 
so that complex conjugation of eq. (3a) gives 
(since 712 on the RHS is some real integer) 

z2($ = /z2 ; 

i.e., the second root PII is the complex conjugate 

of Q, 

BII - 4;. (7) 

It follows, then, that 

so that the probabilities PI and pII are equal; the 
second term in eq. (1) is therefore absent. Fur- 
thermore, since @(ql) is also (assumed to be) an 
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analytic function of $1, 

ad, = -2i Im Cp(@) ; (81 

i.e., A+ is pUre imaginary. 
Substituting these results into eq, (I) gives 

prz 2,“l = 4;;iz/@ Ai2(z)p (la) 

for the classically forbidden transition tll -* “2, 
where 

p = [2r//$@)i]-1, (24 

z = [(3/2) Im G(g$fzn. (44 

For large Z one may invoke the asymptotic form 
of the Airy function and obtain the ‘primitive’ 
semiclassical elrpression 

P ‘12 8 1 =pexp[-2iIm 1(@)11. (9) 

It is eq. (9) that is the most readily interpretable 
physically - it is the precise generalization of 
the exp (-20) transmission coefficient for one- 
dimensional tunnelling by a sin&? particle: the 
factor p in eq. (9) is simply a jacobian (the jaco- 
bian for a single particle in one dimension is 
always unity). Two other illuminating analogies 
to eqs. (6) and (9) are the WKB ~v~ve-function in 
classically allowed and forbidden regions, re- 
spectively, and the rninbow effect in potential 
scattering {7f - in all such situations the clas- 
sically allowed region has oscillatory structure 
[eq. (6)] and the clnssicaliy forbidden region is 
damped feq. (9)], The uniform semiclassical ex- 
pression, eq. (1) (and eq. (la) which is just eq.(l) 
written out explicitly for a classically forbidden 
transition), is valid even through the region of 
the classical/non-classical boundary and re- 
duces to eqs. (6) and (9) in the appropriate lim- 
its. 

l’he question now is. how does one apply eqs. 
(la) or (9). In II a parabotie approximation Cc 
,?2(r71) was made at its extremn, but here we 
wish to apply eqs. (la) and (9) csarrl~, to see 
the limit of accuracy of these semiclnssiral es- 
pressions. 

Our first approach was naively straight-for- 
:::ard: the initial phase ~1 was allowed to be 
*complex (with appropriate COMPLEX designa- 
iions inserted into the FORTRAN progrrtms) and 
‘he equations of motion integrated as usud. SW- 
a’isingly, this worked - at least sometimes. 11 
:“ifl becomes too large though, the trajectory 
Giverges. The procedure described in the fol- 
!awing section is more sntlsfactory, and since it 

can be applied in all those situations in v&ii& the 
present approach is successful. no 
results will be quoted for the present procedure. 
In those cases for which this method does work. 
however. it gives exactly the same numerical 
results as the method of section 3: this must be 
true. of course. since they are hoth the direct 
application of eqs. (ia) and (9) - they differ only 
in the method used to find the complex root of 
eq- (3). 

3. ANALYTIC CONTINUATION BY FOURIZR 
SERIES 

The method described here is in the same 
spirit as the original parabolic approximation 
used in II; namely. one computes ~2lql) for a 
sample of real @I values in the (0.2~) intervni 
and uses these values to fit some analytic form 
for am. The natural extension of the pam- 
bolic approximation is to e,xpand 1)2@l) about an 
extremum in a Taylor series of higher order. 
We found it much more convenient (and accu- 
rate), however. to take advantage of the periodic 
nature of rr2(41] 1i.e. I R~(<Q - 2;;) = ~2(4~)] and 
expand it as a Fourier series: 

822(ql) = ffo + ,$l{tl,z cos (@I) t h,~ sin (kql)) : (10) 
: 

H2ftj1) mks computed at (2,V+ I) equally spaced 
pomts in the interval (0,2;;) and standard proce- 
dures * used to obtain the eoefiicienrs (11; and f~;, 
from this input. Since ~2(ql) is nnturall~ pcriod- 
ic (see 11 for figures showing 1r2fgl) for typicaL 
cases). the coefficients decrease rapidly with 
increasing k. 

With the coefficients in eq_ (10) thus deter- 
mined, one solves numerically for the complex 
root of eq. (3), using eq. (IO) for q(@l)_ The 
phase @(qlf is also expanded in a Fourier 
series #. so that all the quantities required in 
eqs. (la) and (9) are obtained. In practice we 
performed the calculation for a sequence of S- 
values fic’being the number of terms in eq_ (l@], 
starting with small _S and increasing it until 
there was no si@ficnnt change in the transition 
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Table 1 
Transitions probnbilities for classically forbidden 

transitions 
___--_-_- -.-- 

Transition 3) Semiclassicalb) Uniformc) Quantum d) 
~- ---.-.-- 

3; 1-o 2.5x 10-2 2.3 X 10-2 2.2x10-2 

3; l-2 1.1 X 10-3 1.0 s 10-3 0.9 X 10-3 

.!: l-2 5.1 x10-2 4.4 X 10-2 4.2 x10-2 

4; 1-3 e) 1.5X10-5 

ti: o-2 8.5 X 10-2 G.G x LO-2 G.5 x10-2 

6: 1-3 4.4;10-2 3.7 x 10-2 3.7 x 10-2 

G: 2-4 G.‘iXlW3 6.2 X 10-3 (i.ox10-3 

LO: o-o .5.0% w-2 4.1 s 10-2 (6.0 x 10-2) 

LO: o--I 14.9 X 10-2 s.fi:i10-- 3 8.9 X10-2 

10; I-3 13.5 s 10-2 7-G X 10-2 i.S X10-2 

to: 2-G 4.3 X 10-2 3.7 2.10-2 3.i X10e2 

The notation is E; q-712. where E is the tot31 ener- 
gy (in units of rio) and “1 and n2 nre the initial z-d 
final vibrational qaantu:n numbers (or vice-versa 
since PN ,2 ?’ ! I-‘,, ,.“z ): nil of these results pertain 
to the Secrcst-Johnson paramctcrs (~-0.3. >I?:-$ 
(corresponding roughly to I+2 1 IIc). 
Iicsults arc from the ‘primitive’ serniclnssical ex- 
pression. eq. (9). 
Results :Ire from the uniform semiclassical ex- 
pression. eq. (la). 
Essentially exact quantum mechanical results of 
Secrest xxi .Johnson (91: the figure in parentheses 
is actually only nn upper bound to the exact diagonal 
transition probability. 
The values 5.9. 2.6, 2.2. 1.3. 0.7 ‘<lo-.; were ob- 
tained for 1. 6, 8, 10 and 12 terms, respeotivelg. 
in eq. (LO); see ted for a discussion of this failure. 

probabilities being computed (9 2 5-10 was 
normally sufficient). 

Table 1 shows the numerical results obtained 
for the parameters (Y = 0.3. )IZ = 5 (which corre- 
spond roughly to H2 +He), compared to the exact 
quantum mechanical results of Secrest and 
Johnson [9]; all the transitions in table 1 are 
classically forbidden. It is seen that the uniform 
semiclassical results [eq. (la)] are in excelient 
agreement with the exact quantum values? con- 
siderably more so than the parabolic approxi- 
mation used with eq. (la) in II. The results with 
the ‘primitive’ semiclassical expression [eq. (9)] 
are less accurate. being better the smaller the 
transition probability; this is as it should be, for 
the primitive semiclassical expressions are 
most accurate far from the classical/non-clas- 
sical boundary. 

There are practical problems, however, in 
applying eqs. (la) and (9) to highly forbidden 
transitions; these problems stem from the fact 
that one does not possess closed form expres- 
sions for the trajectories and must integrate 
Hamilton’s equations numerically to obtain them. 
For tunnelling by a single particle in one di- 
mension, the transmission coefficient is accu- 
rately given by exp (-20) even though 0 is ex- 
tremely large; no trouble arises for this highly 
forbidden process because one has an explicit 
expression for the classical action integral 
through the classically forbidden region. 

It is clear that the general problem of apply- 
ing classical mechanics to classically forbidden 
processes requires much further research. The 
indications are, however, that this semiclassi- 
cal treatment of classically forbidden processes 
is of quite useful accuracy. 
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There are some problems, however, in ap- This work was performed under the auspices 
plying this procedure; in particular, if Im ?l is 0:’ the United States Atomic Energy Commis- 
too large. the series is divergent. It is easy to sion. 

see that this will happen, since it becomes ef- 
fectively a power series in exp [ 1 Im &?I i ]. Just as 
with the direct method outlined at the end of set- 
tion 2 therefore. this Fourier series procedure 
fails if q1 wanders too far from the real axis; 
thus one is unable to treat transitions that are 
too highly forbidden classically. The 4; l-3 
transition (see table 1 for an explanation of this 
labelling) in table 1 is an example of this failure; 
footnote e) shows that the transition probability 
does not take on a consistent value as N is in- 
creased (although it is nevertheless of the cor- 
rect order of magnitude). 

The basic reason for this failure is that one 
is attempting to describe the function >z2(~71) for 
values of 81 (large Im 81) far removed from the 
‘input’ values of 41 (real values). What is needed 
is a practical method for integrating Hamilton’s 
equqtions through a classically forbidden region. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

It has been demonstrated that one can use ex- 
act classical mechanics to describe classically 
forbidden processes, even for complex colli- 
sions; the numerical results indicate this treat- 
ment of classically forbidden transitions to be 
as accurate as the analogous treatment of clas- 
sically allowed transitions. 
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